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For the first time inf our years, British Airways has failed 
to secure first place ranking as the UK's top consumer 
brand, according to the annual Superbrands brand index .. 
Topping this year's list, LEGO's steady climb from 25th 
overall in 2014, sits amid a storm of volatility, typified in 
Google, Amazon and BA an falling outside of the top 20 
overall. 
First published in 1995, the Superbrand ranking is managed by brand evaluation and auditing consultancy, the 
Centre for Brand Analysis (TCBA), in collaboration with US-based data consultancy, Research Now SSI. The index' 
annual release considers as many as 2.500 votes from the British public, ju ging over 1.500 brands across 78 
categories. Each vote is asked to consider three principlle aspects - quality, relliability and distimtion - to
detem1ine a brand's dassificatJion as a Superbrancl. 

Th is year's results h owever, indicate a flurry of unpredictability across the brand landscape. Notable sh ifts in 
prominence have seen brands such as Heath row and Disney re-enter the top 20 after an abseme of more than 
three years. Marks & Spencer equally climbed back in to prime position, ranking seventh overall as its competitor, 
_lohn Lewis, slipped from ih overall in 2017, to 1 sth ..

Ranking high on the index, g'lobal brands Gilette and Apple placed second and th ird in th is year's index, with 

Apple r1ising three places from its 2017 ranking. Elsewhere, th e simultaneous release of the top 20 consumer 
brands gaining relevancy in 2018 see Paypal, Cancer Research UK and Amazon take the top three spots, as LEGO 
comes in at sixth place. 

Stephen Cheliotis, CEO of TCBA and chairman of Superbrands, says, �Th e rise of fresh, disrnptive brands -
particularly in terms of relevance to consumers' lives - should be an added warning to more established brands. 
The Ii es of INetflix, PurpleBricks and Zoo pl a may no be challenging for the top spot in the overall ranking yet but 

they surely will be if they continue their current momentum and the established elite don't respond fast enouglh." 

For a more detailed look at th is year's Superbrands ranking, dick here .. 


